Qadian, Punjab – India.

Today December 21, 2006, at 11:00 AM IST as a representative of Hadhrat Ameer-ul-Momineen Khalifatul Masih Alkhamis (aba), Hadhrat Sahibzada Mirza Waseem Ahmad Sahib, Nazir-e-Aala and Ameer Muqami Qadian graciously performed the inspection of preparations of 115th annual convention, provided guidance and lead the silent prayers for the success of this convention at Ahmadiyya Grounds in Qadian, India. Dr. Muhammad Arif Sahib Officer Jalsa Salana and Respected Moluna Inaam Ghauri Sahib Officer Jalsa Gah and their respective sub officers were also present at the stage during the inspection ceremony.

Duties and responsibilities of this Jalsa Salana officially started right after the Inspection Ceremony. This year there are 84 different departments that are performing their respective duties. These departments include 1138 registered volunteers that are performing non stopped services day and night.

Guests have started arriving; so far there have been one thousand guests that have arrived from Pakistan. There were necessary arrangements present at Wahga Border between India and Pakistan to welcome them. Local departments of Police, Electricity and cleaning have been very helpful as always.

Hadhrat Ameer-ul-Momineen will deliver his concluding address for this Jalsa on December 28th from Germany which will be televised live on Muslim Television Ahmadiyya.

About forty to fifty thousand guests are expected to attend this Jalsa. So far representatives from Pakistan, Germany, United Kingdom, Malaysia, Indonesia, Denmark and Burma have arrived. Similarly guests from many provinces of India have started to arrive. There has been a special train running Amritsir to Qadian since December 22. The weather is pleasant and Jamat requests everyone for their kind prayers for the success of this Jalsa.